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to infantile primitivcncss. In other countries you go to the
market to do your shopping more cheaply than in shops;
here it is the contrary. Prices are in no relation to actual
values. They are much higher than in the 'competing3
State shops. But because there are still certain products
which cannot be bought in the shops occasionally, when
supplies lag behind increasing purchasing power., this
bazaar can still hold out; sometimes speculators will buy
up small quantities of boots, or coats, or stockings, as soon
as new deliveries arrive from the factories. Then they wait
until the stocks are exhausted and use the interval before
fresh supplies get clown from the factories to dispose of
them in the bazaars as 'second-hand goods' at twice or
three times the price of the new.
There is a large whitewashed building with thick high
walls in Krasnoyarsk, Bolsheviks pass it with mixed feelings.
To them it is a relic worthy of sacred respect. At the same
time it holds some of their deadliest enemies now. Lenin,
Stalin, SvcrdlofF, Dzcrjhinsky, an honoured roll call of
revolutionary leaders spent nights and even weeks in this
half-way house. They had come from Russia by train.
Here they were kept until sufficient numbers of exiles were
assembled to justify a further convoy down the Yenisei,
the old highway of whole generations of State enemies or
of courtiers fallen in disgrace. By foot or in barges, on
roads and by monotonous rural paths, they travelled on to
outlying Siberian villages. Now Krasnoyarsk prison is
still in use. Last year two Japanese spies were executed in
the courtyard. The speculator at the bazaar who sold me a
black gauze hood for six roubles may sit behind these
whitewashed walls to-morrow, waiting his turn to leave for
a prolonged stay in the country.
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